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Webinar report on topic” NURTURING CREATIVITY IN CLASSROOM” organized by 

SAHODAYA GROUP OF CBSE SCHOOLS ,BHOPAL by resource person MS. KALA MOHAN 

(EDUCATIONIST) focusses on following main points- 

“Creativity is now as important to education as literacy” 

What is creativity? 

 Creativity is the act of turning new and imaginative ideas into reality.

 Creativity is characterized by the ability to perceive the word in new ways, to find 

hidden patterns, to make connections between unrelated phenomena and to 

generate solutions.

 Creativity involves two processes- thinking, then producing.

 Creativity is the process of bringing something new into being, creativity requires 

patience and commitment.

Creativity mindsets 

 model creativity in the classroom

 great ideas don't always make sense to everyone at first.

Develop students' creativity in the classroom 

 Create a compassionate, accepting environment

 Be present with students' ideas

 Encourage autonomy

 Re-word assignments to promote creative thinking

 Give students direct feedback on their creativity

 Help students know when it's appropriate to be creative

Different ways to nurture our Creativity and Boost our Intuitive awareness 

 Pursue interests that energize you

 Take time out for regular meditation and reflection



 Experiment with creative materials

 Get plenty of sleep

 Do something special for yourself once a week

 Spend some time in nature

 Take up a hobby just for fun

The right mix of creativity along with curriculum helps students to be innovative and also 
encourages them to learn new things. Students can grow up as good communicators in 
addition to improving their emotional and social skills. Creative expression plays a key 
role in a student's emotional development. 

It gives them the opportunity to create something tangible from personal feelings and 
experiences a beautiful reflection of their unique imaginations. 

Really, it was totally knowledgeable session. 
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